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Vesica Piscis

Iron lung, the bifurcation of a scorpion’s tail. 
Viewed in thirds, venom extends 

past the knuckle 

on my father’s ring finger, 

spreads until it’s closer than it appears. Why 
won’t he listen instead of repeating 

this is pain and this

is pain and this is pain? 

We hardly know each other, have never shown 
weakness—not convinced of its existence

despite our privilege.

On second inspection, 

it was a spider grazed him, legs lopped off
in the midst of a fit. 

The only scorpions we’ve known 

were kept as pets, 

as minstrelsy, appendages that mimicked faces 
beneath their masks. 
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Just as quickly as weakness 

appears, it snaps back— 

no breathing apparatus, no venom—only a victim
asking for a pill, 

or why aren’t my pills 

where I left them? 

If you think I’m ungrateful, try being betrayed 
by the orthodoxy, your children, 

and everyone else

who doubts the scorpion’s malice. 

After the fact.
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The Lightning Field

If you see me, I can see you.
Hellbent on resistance,                   
the clearing where we move.
If you see me, I can see you
time ataxia’s advance, 
its many-tongued pursuit.
If you see me, I can see you—
upheld, hell-faced, seduced.
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Labelled Faces in the Wild

Even waking is a kind of sleep,
consciousness standing 
in for slow waves, 
for start-to-start dependency.  

In the wild, we’re defenseless, 
ones and zeros arrayed          
in flux, on flood 
plains where it’s possible 

to see beyond the quay. 
Fever defines the perimeter.
Birds sucked into engines
and gorged by blades

of heat. Played back, 
their clade recombines to form 
Ophelia’s data mask—
paint chipped, statistical, 

sightline drained like air 
space over the White House.
When the king wakes, 
he wakes to ranks that close

like valves positioned 
to bypass a stent, the cluster 
of veins tied off 
before a positive blood test.
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As Conducted by Seiji Ozawa

Eight pm and an extended vowel 
sounds from the pit, instruments
braying, sustaining the nasal
pitch of the audience. When
Massey Hall quiets, a spotlight sets 
beyond its seats, and farther 
back, porters place bets 
on whether a gaffer will fall 
from the rigging. My father 
sits in the mezzanine. He practices 
bruising his hand with his fist
as if he were damping a trombone— 
in and out with mock innocence, 
so like his son, getting it wrong.
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Crane Fist

The sarcoma
the jaw’s gape
the tether
its overreach

the interposed
the bed sheets
the bloody nose
its cartilage

the hail mary 
the hangover
the bolus
its assayer

the leviathan
the grace note
the crane fist
its delayed blow
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New Values

The fire was once a field. 
The new world order

once the new world, 
old gods tapping the glass 

like drunks pausing 
to feel the panes kick. 

Here’s a new one: 
what do you call a man

who falls over while
unwrapping a lozenge?

Hypoglycemic. 

The kind of parent
who’d set fire to a summer 

drive, tell their kids 
to get out of the car

and walk. When the curb 
has overtaken the road,

those left join the traffic 
that ran them aground.

I’d like to help, but I’m too
busy protecting myself.
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